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THERE was a time when men imagined the Earth as the center of the universe. The stars, large and small, they believed were created merely for their delectation. It was their vain conception that a ...
Volume One:
In 1725 and 1726, Franklin read about Masonic meetings in the London papers ... he revised and reprinted it in thePennsylvania Gazetteon 8 December.... FOUR The Library Company of Philadelphia FOUR ...
The Life of Benjamin Franklin, Volume 2: Printer and Publisher, 1730-1747
He planned a detailed catalogue of books on the occult sciences to cover Rosicrucian, astrological, Masonic and alchemical writings. Volume 4 was never published; the others were printed privately ...
A Catalogue Raisonné of Works on the Occult Sciences
Consequently, whoever once enters so complete a freemasonry finds it not only exceedingly ... established a public library, borrowed $860,000 and spent it on schools, laid out Liberty Park ...
The Mormons
This page provides an overview of our use of cookies and similar technologies (from here we will refer to all those as “Cookies”) and how to manage them. For more information please visit our ...
CBSN Minnesota
With a coquettish smile she turned to me and said, "I have just determined, Inspector, that your friend, Mr. Sherlock Holmes, was not very well acquainted with Freemasonry and the emblems of that ...
Jody Baker: Sherlock Holmes And Freemasonry
even changing 'miracles' in the original subtitle to 'apparent miracles'. Volume 2 discusses the role of drugs and poison in magic, as well as the influence of weather on miraculous events.
The Philosophy of Magic, Prodigies and Apparent Miracles
But the Odyssey, thanks to my opportune ignorance of Greek, is a library of works in prose and verse, from Chapman’s couplets to Andrew Lang’s “authorized version” or from Berard’s ...
Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote
On Thursday, July 8, Quinn’s Auction Galleries in northern Virginia will host an outstanding 317-lot auction of rare and signed books, antique maps, prints and autographs. Selections include works by ...
300+ lots of Signed Books, Maps, Prints & Americana at Quinn’s on July 8
In 1936, he built his own house on Na Skarpie Avenue (now the Polish Academy of Sciences' Museum of the Earth), located in the alleged premises of the Masonic Lodge designed ... as well as completely ...
Bohdan Pniewski
The conflict swallowed up a massive volume of cultural objects—paintings ... family correspondence was scattered among Masonic records and Torah scrolls were strewn in heaps.
Monumental Mission
Burnett and Middleton sat down with Post Editor Geert De Lombaerde mid-summer, before public opposition to their project began to grow in volume ... It was an old 1924 Masonic Temple that had ...
‘We’ve got the scale pretty good right now’
Dave Zajac, Record-Journal Fire Chief Richard Heidgerd is sworn in by Town Clerk, Barbara Thompson, during a ceremony at Wallingford Central Fire Headquarters on Masonic Ave. in Wallingford ...
Wallingford fire chief’s last radio call broadcast at retirement party
The Simon Wiesenthal Center annually monitors the shelves of seven Arab Book Fairs for incitement to hatred and violence. We send our findings to the Frankfurt Book Fair, where measures are taken ...
The Cairo Book Fair remains rife with antisemitism - opinion
Your event could be featured here: To submit event information for this calendar: fax, 945-4487; e-mail at community@postindependent.com; or in person at 2014 Grand Ave., Glenwood Springs. Contact Kay ...
November 19-25
Passenger volume is about 62% of what it was before the pandemic, he said. Prior to the pandemic Amtrak operated around 310 trains per day, but now it's about 201. Flynn expects the schedule to be ...
Amtrak plan to replace dozens of aging trains: cost $7.3B
Bristol; 7 Main St., Essex. Jeamel said officials evaluate branch profitability, transaction volume, market penetration, and growth of households and deposits, along with other factors ...

Dr. Albert G. Mackey appears as author of this " Encyclopedia of Freemasonry and its Kindred Sciences," which, being a library in inself, superseded most of the Masonic works which have been tolerated by the craft — chiefly because none better could be obtained. Here is a work which fulfils the hope which sustained the author through ten years' literary labor, that, under one cover he "would furnish every Mason who might consult its pages the means of acquiring a knowledge of all matters connected with the science, the philosophy, and the history of his order." Up to the present time the modern literature of Freemasonry has been diffuse, lumbering, unreliable, and, out
of all reasonable proportions. There is, in Mackey's "Encyclopaedia of Masonry," well digested, well arranged, and confined within reasonable limits, all that a Mason can desire to find in a book exclusively devoted to the history, the arts, science, and literature of Masonry. This is volume three out of four and covering the letters M to R.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

In Ten Volumes. Volume 1, Introduction To Freemasonry; Volume 2, Songs Of The Craft; Volume 3, Freemasonry And The Drums Of Seventy-Five; Volume 4, Our Lodge Portrait Gallery; Volume 5, Twice Two Is Four; Volume 6, The Man Who Would Be King; Volume 7, Facts And Fables Of The Craft; Volume 8, The Soul Of The Craft; Volume 9, The Walrus And The Carpenter; Volume 10, The Little Masonic Dictionary.
Excerpt from A Library of Freemasonry, Vol. 2: Comprising Its History, Antiquities, Symbols, Constitutions, Customs, Etc., And Concordant Orders of Royal Arch, Knights Templar, A. A. S. Rite, Mystic Shrine, With Other Important Masonic Information of Value to the Fraternity Portrait of Brother J as. Abram Garfield, Twentieth President of the United States Initiated into Freemasonry November 22, 1861; in Magnolia Lodge, Columbus, Ohio; made a Knights Templar in Columbia Commandery. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Dr. Albert G. Mackey appears as author of this " Encyclopedia of Freemasonry and its Kindred Sciences," which, being a library in inself, superseded most of the Masonic works which have been tolerated by the craft — chiefly because none better could be obtained. Here is a work which fulfils the hope which sustained the author through ten years' literary labor, that, under one cover he "would furnish every Mason who might consult its pages the means of acquiring a knowledge of all matters connected with the science, the philosophy, and the history of his order." Up to the present time the modern literature of Freemasonry has been diffuse, lumbering, unreliable, and, out
of all reasonable proportions. There is, in Mackey's "Encyclopaedia of Masonry," well digested, well arranged, and confined within reasonable limits, all that a Mason can desire to find in a book exclusively devoted to the history, the arts, science, and literature of Masonry. This is volume four out of four and covering the letters S to Z.

Excerpt from A Library of Freemasonry, Vol. 3: Comprising Its History, Antiquities, Symbols, Constitutions, Customs, Etc;, And Concordant Orders of Royal Arch, Knights Templar, A. A. S. Rite, Mystic Shrine Taylor rightly lays down that, when historical facts, which in their nature are fairly open to direct proof, are called in question, there is no species of tri
椀渀最 洀漀 攀 椀 欀猀漀洀攀
to those who have no dishonest ends to serve) that the halting upon twenty indirect argu ments, while the centre proof - that which clear and upright minds fasten upon intuitively - remains undisposed of. Now, it must be freely conceded, that however strongly the balance of proba
to incline against the reception of Sir Christopher Wren, at any time of his life, into the Masonic fraternity, the question after all must remain an open one, as even his dying declaration to the contrary, were such extant, might be held insufficient to clearly establish this negative proposition.' Though until assertion is converted into proof, and that proof found to destroy the authenticity of the objections raised by me to the current belief, I shall rest content that the latter must, by every rule of good sense and right reason, and infallibly will, be regarded as adequate evidence by every competent judge. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Excerpt from A Library of Freemasonry Derived From Official Sources Throughout the World, Vol. 5: Comprising Its History, Antiquities, Symbols, Constitutions, Customs, and Concordant Orders, Royal Arch. Knights Templar, A.A.S. Rite, Mystic Shrine Plate 01 Brother George Washington's Masonic Apron, wrought by, and presented to him by the Marchioness Lafayette in 1784, from the original, in posses sion of the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Dr. Albert G. Mackey appears as author of this " Encyclopedia of Freemasonry and its Kindred Sciences," which, being a library in inself, superseded most of the Masonic works which have been tolerated by the craft — chiefly because none better could be obtained. Here is a work which fulfils the hope which sustained the author through ten years' literary labor, that, under one cover he "would furnish every Mason who might consult its pages the means of acquiring a knowledge of all matters connected with the science, the philosophy, and the history of his order." Up to the present time the modern literature of Freemasonry has been diffuse, lumbering, unreliable, and, out
of all reasonable proportions. There is, in Mackey's "Encyclopaedia of Masonry," well digested, well arranged, and confined within reasonable limits, all that a Mason can desire to find in a book exclusively devoted to the history, the arts, science, and literature of Masonry. This is volume two out of four and covering the letters D to L.
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